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Introductions

What We’ll Cover Today
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why Should You Care About Data?
What Might You Want to Track?
Quantifying From the Top-Down
Starting from the Bottom Up
Where to Find Data
Picking the Right Metrics for You
The Cultural Side of Data
Creating an Action Plan
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Let’s Warm Up Our Spectrum-o-meter!

Why Should You Care
About Data?

Data Shouldn’t Be Mysterious

Even uncomplicated data can be a huge
help in understanding what’s working
and what can be refined.
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It Doesn’t Matter (Usually!) What Term You Use
Analytics?

Outcomes
Measurement?

Impact
Assessment?

We’re talking here about any strategy for measuring,
monitoring and reporting to improve decisions…

It Shows You What Is Likely To Work
“We offered
this great
training
opportunity, but
only three people
showed up.”

“These are the
topics and
formats that
people are most
likely to attend.”

You have already expressed
interest…will you help?

It Allows You To Tailor For Results

“Dancing on the corner should
be a great way to raise
money.”

“Based on past results, we
know that including photos of
our children’s programs boosts
the number who donate.”
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It Can Help You Be More Efficient

“If we advertise in 87
places, something ought
to work… right?”

“We know what channels
work best to reach our
audience.”

And It Can Help You Show Your Success

“Our services are critical
to the community and
deserve funding.”

“Our programs resulted in
10% more students
graduating high school.”

Why Are You Measuring?
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Measurement as Therapy
Look at all those fans!
They love me!
They really love me!

Measurement as Exploration

!
e from?

Measurement for Action

What can we do that
will drive a lot of people
to our site?
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But How?

But How?

So, yes, data is valuable and
important—but how do you know
what to track? How do you use
it to show your effectiveness?

You know you should use it
to assess organizational
health and success…
but how?

You Need to Balance Desire with Practicality

What you
want to
know

?

What you
can easily
collect
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What’s Most Relevant For You?

What are the key
reasons you want to do
more with data? How
would you like ideally to
use it?

New vs. Returning
Participants

But What Are Your Concerns?

Data isn’t always better.
What are some
drawbacks and concerns?

New vs. Returning
Participants

What Might You Want to
Track?
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Two Different Types of Metrics

Impact
Metrics

Organizational
Health Metrics

Program
Metrics

Financial
Health

Health
Fundraising
Health

Consider Organizational Health

Financial Health

Marketing and
Marketing and
Communications
Communications
Health
Health

Fundraising

Staff and Board

Staff and Board
Health
Health

Financial Heath: Consider Days of Cash

How many days could you
operate with just the cash
you have in the bank?
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Fundraising Health: Consider Donor Counts

• Total Number of Donors
• New Donors
• Returning Donors
• Some Year But
Unfortunately Not This
Year (SYBUNT)

Marketing Health: Consider Reach

Staff and Board Health: Consider Turnover
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Consider Program Metrics: A Preview

Longer Term Satisfaction or Activity

Longer Term Satisfaction or Activity

Initial Perceived Satisfaction or Success

Initial Perceived Satisfaction or Success

Your Own Activity

Participation
Outputs

Participation

Requires rigorous
research

Consider if
you can

Start here

Attributable Impact

Outcomes

Attributable Impact

Your Own Activity

Find the Right Balance

Barriers to
Effective
Impact
Research

Foundation
Reporting
Requirements

Let’s Start the Brainwork

What do you want to focus on today?
Introduce yourself and why you’ve
decided to come today.
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Quantifying From the
Top-Down

Define Where You Want to Focus First
Attributable Impact

Longer Term Satisfaction or Activity
Initial Perceived Satisfaction or Success

Participation
Your Own Activity

Defining Actionable Metrics Is Always Hard

The things you want to measure
may seem dauntingly
unanswerable, but
EVERYONE’s goals do at first.
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Start With Down a “Fuzzy” Goal
Your one BIG goal or
mission.
“Improve dental health in
nursing homes.”
“Get more people who
RSVP to actually show up.”
“Engage a younger
audience.”

Define Your Terms

Take anything that’s not
clear and countable and
break it down to something
that’s tangible

An Example
Define

Engaging volunteers to grow
Connecticut’s environmental
sector

Define
Define

So let’s say:
• Pairing up volunteers with [specific types of]
environmental organizations to complete at
least 20 hours of work over six months.
• To improve these organizations’ internal
ability to handle finance, technology, HR, or
marketing issues on their own.
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And Then Brainstorm
If we want to know:

They’ve improved their ability to
handle finance issues on their own
What are ways we could measure that? We could:
• Survey the organizations or the volunteers
• Give organization staff a pre-test and post-test
• Use the results of another organization’s pre-existing
capacity assessment
• … what else?

Or Another
Define

Engage a younger audience
on social media

Define
Define

So let’s say:
• Use Facebook and Instagram to boost the number of
teenagers who come to our teens event
• Increase the number of people under 30 who actively
forward our Twitter content
• Through increased use of our blog and Twitter, lower
the median age of our donors

And Then Brainstorm
If we want to know:

Use Facebook and Instagram to
boost the number of teenagers
who come to our teens event
What are ways we could measure that? We could:
• Track the number of teens at the event over time
• Poll Facebook and Instagram users to track the number
that report that they came over time
• Track the clicks to a RSVP page over time
• … what else?
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Do Research Studies Exist?

That’s GREAT.
For instance, if it’s already
been shown that increased
awareness leads to
increased action, then you
just need to show
awareness.

Think About “Proxy” Measures

What things can you measure
that are a reasonable proxy
for your fuzzy goal?

Everything’s a Proxy
Nothing can be perfectly measured.
You can only pick things that are
related and make a logical case for
why it’s a good proxy.
Not completely happy with this picture, but I could live with it. Joe, can you brainstorm based on the concept and
see if you can come up with a more specifically related concept? -L
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Can You Tie One Thing To Another?

For instance:
• Patrons who attend a
show are more likely to
donate.
• Those who have job
training are less likely
to end up homeless.

A Real Life Example

Help middle school children go on
to live “fruitful lives” after
participating in the program.

Start with your mission—
often a very fuzzy goal.

But, um… how on earth do you measure a “fruitful life”?

A Real Life Example: Step 2

What does a “fruitful life”
mean? Let’s define it as children
who go on to have jobs that
provide them with a living wage.

Define your mission goals
in a way that they’re at
least somewhat tangible,
and logically connected.

But they’re middle school students– even if we
could find out if they have jobs, we can’t possibly
track them for so long.
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A Real Life Example: Step 3

Measure how many children go
on to graduate high school.

Research shows those
that graduate high school
are much more likely to
have living wage jobs.

But that still means we’d need to track them
for five years or more to find out.

A Real Life Example: Step 4

Measure the number of
program participants who are
on track with middle school
grade requirements compared
to the average.

Research shows that those
on track in middle school
are much more likely to
graduate high school.

Until you land on something that is fairly
easily measureable.

Everything is a Proxy

This still isn’t a perfect
measurement. For instance, what
if all your students go on to do a
different program afterwards? Or
those willing to participate selfselected to begin with?

But that’s the nature of
program measurement.
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Let’s Try it For You!

Write down your goal, circle the
fuzzy terms, and see what you
can define

Create a Brainstorm Format
Your Piece
of Paper

Engaging volunteers to grow
Connecticut’s environmental sector
ENGAGING VOLUNTEERS
•
•
•

Track match rate between volunteers
and nonprofits over time

Track number of volunteer hours over time
Survey volunteer to see how engaged they feel
they are

GROW
•
•

Track total income across all target
organizations
Gather how much money they reported raising
from individual donors

ENVIRONMENTAL SECTOR
•
•

Write out
your goal.
Circle the
words that
are fuzzy
Can you
start to
define it as
something
measurable?

Those in CT who file a 990 reporting
themselves as an “environmental” org
Paid members of our community

Starting from the Bottom Up
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How Do You Know What’s Measurable?

We’ve just worked
through a top down
approach. Let’s take
a look at what
happens when we
go bottom up.

Thinking About Program Metrics

Longer Term Satisfaction or Activity

Outcomes

Initial Perceived Satisfaction or Success

Participation

Requires rigorous
research

Consider if
you can

Start here

Attributable Impact

Your Own Activity

From a Communications/ Fundraising Frame…
Attributable Impact:
Impact or Return on Investment
Longer Term Satisfaction or Activity:
Friends You Can Rely on To Act
Initial Perceived Satisfaction or Success:
Engagement and Conversion
Participation: Views and Followers
Your Own Activity
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Your Own Activity

• Number of houses
canvassed
• Twitter posts per week
• Number of emails sent

New vs. Returning
Participants

Speed Brainstorming: Your Own Activity

Grab some post-its.
Take two minutes to brainstorm
every useful measure that you can
think of.

Attributable Impact
Impact or Return on Investment
Longer Term Satisfaction or Activity
Friends You Can Rely on To Act
Initial Perceived Satisfaction or Success
Engagement and Conversion
Participation, Views and Followers
Your Own Activity
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Attendance and Participation Numbers
• Number registered
• Percent who finished the
program
• Number who attended a
session
• Number of calls to helpline

in Program
Who Finished
the Program

Views
The number of
people who look at
your resources
Video views

Clicks on a Bit.ly link
Facebook page views

Followers
The number of people
who choose to follow the
information you provide
Twitter followers

Facebook fans
RSS subscribers
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Participation

Take two minutes to brainstorm
every useful measure that you can
think of

Attributable Impact
Impact or Return on Investment
Longer Term Satisfaction or Activity
Friends You Can Rely on To Act
Initial Perceived Satisfaction or Success
Engagement and Conversion
Participation, Views and Followers
Your Own Activity

Initial Satisfaction
• Number who agreed that
the training was useful
• Number who felt
counseling was worthwhile
• Number who said their
question was answered
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Engagement
The number of people
who comment on,
forward or post their
own resources

Number of comments

Online mentions
Retweets

Forwards

Conversion
Are people actually
doing things that help
your organization?

Buying tickets

Volunteering
Signing up for classes
Donating

Initial Satisfaction/ Success

Take two minutes to brainstorm
every useful measure that you can
think of
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Attributable Impact
Impact or Return on Investment
Longer Term Satisfaction or Activity
Friends You Can Rely on To Act
Initial Perceived Satisfaction or Success
Engagement and Conversion
Participation, Views and Followers
Your Own Activity

Longer Term Activity or Satisfaction
• Percent
reporting
improvement
• Recidivism
• Percent who
hold a job
one year out
• Reported
improvement
in health

Reliable Friends

New vs. Returning
Participants

Those you can rely on
to donate, fundraise,
or help spread the
word.

Repeat donors or
Community Fundraisers

The number of people
who comment on,
forward or post their
own resources

Number of comments

Online mentions
Twitter Partners

Retweets

Forwards
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Longer Term Satisfaction/ Success

Take two minutes to brainstorm
every useful measure that you can
think of

Attributable Impact
Impact or Return on Investment
Longer Term Satisfaction or Activity
Friends You Can Rely on To Act
Initial Perceived Satisfaction or Success
Engagement and Conversion
Participation, Views and Followers
Your Own Activity

Attributable Impact

Trying to find attributable
impact– as opposed to
change caused by other
factors, or that would have
happened anyway—is
rigorous, expensive, and
generally out of the reach of
smaller nonprofits.
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Some Results are Directly Measurable
Website analytics can tell you how many people came to your
website from Facebook or another source

Some Can Only Be Inferred
The “lift” shows the approximate effect of a communication

Lift: The difference between what you would normally expect
and the increased result.
Determined by:
Time Relationship, Audience Connections, Entry Points

Let’s Think About It For YOU
As a large group for your category
of data, cluster the post-its onto
your pyramid.
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Where to Find Data

The Good News
You’re likely already gathering lots of important information...

You just have to find it.
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Constituent Databases
What data do you have in your constituent management
system(s)—donor management, client management, or others?

Example: Salesforce
www.salesforce.com

Spreadsheets or Custom Systems

It’s likely that you have
some important data in
spreadsheets or custom
systems.
Don’t discount these as
important sources for data.

Don’t make any channel
an afterthought.

Your Administrative Systems

• Count emails
• Count appointments or meetings
• Report from your finance system
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Web or Email Analytics

Social Media Channels
See who’s looking and interacting with you on social media

Shortened Links
Track embedded links across all social media channels
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You may need to count!
For Example:
Posts by you vs. posts by
your community to your wall.
KaBoom!

KaBoom!

Community Post

What About Sources of Public Data?

Public info from your
state or county?

Information from
partner organizations?

Let’s Think About It For YOU
What data do you have? Are there
sources you just thought of that
aren’t obvious?
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Proactively Gathering Data

Collecting Data from the Field
1. Surveys

2. Interviews
Interviews

Surveys

Collecting Data
Through Mobile
Phones

Thinking About Surveys

Surveys

Surveys can help you
assess what people think,
their satisfaction with your
services, or their
perception of whether
your programs tangibly
helped them.
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Writing an Effective Survey

Surveys

• Keep your goals in mind
• Keep your questions relevant to
the audience
• Keep it short (5 minutes or less)
• Keep the questions simple and
organized
• Don't ask leading questions

If this all seems hard, consider hiring a consultant.

Put It In Front Of Those
You Want to Take It

Surveys

Ask people to fill out the survey as
close to their interaction with you as
you can.

Online or Paper Survey?

Online
• Data is online – doesn’t
need to be entered to be
analyzed
• Quicker to create

Surveys

Paper
• Much easier to get someone
physically present to do
• Higher response rate – even
by mail
• Easier to use for less techsavvy
• Doesn’t require internet
access
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How Many is Enough?

Surveys

The number of responses,
or even the response rate is
essentially UNIMPORTANT
compared to how well the
respondents REPRESENT
what you’re measuring.

Consider Interviews

Interviews

Interviewing your
users doesn’t have to
be hard, and you can
learn more about what
your users prioritize,
understand, and what
will help them.

Planning the Process

Interviews

Recruit 3-4 people to roughly match each key demographic.

One interviewee could simply be nuts, but by four people you
should start hearing repeated themes.
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What Do You Do With All That Data?

Interviews

More on how to analyze this kind of
qualitative data in the next class.

Collecting Data Through
Mobile Phones

Mobile

Translating case notes
into information
• Staff can use mobile
apps enter data from
the field.
• Constituents could
provide info or survey
data via test message.

Look for Existing Mobile Websites/ Apps

Mobile

A custom mobile app
usually provides limited
return for significant
investment.

Existing apps, like FormSite,
SmartConnect or QuickMobile can
allow you to enter data remotely.
Also consider attendance apps
designed for teachers.
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SMS Surveys

Mobile

SURVEY
Was this program helpful?
Text YES/NO
Want to give feedback
on this program?
Text “Survey” to 88888

YES
What was most useful to you? Text:
1 for Instructors
2 for Hands On

Tools designed to send broadcast texts can
setup automated responses, with lots of
branch points—at a price.

Collecting Information via Text

Mobile

People can report
emergencies or incidents
via text, which can be
collected in a database.
Ushahidi

Let’s Think About It For YOU
What data can you collect? Are
there sources you just thought of
that aren’t obvious?
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Add Some Ease of Collection Dots

Picking the Right
Metrics for You

Start With What You Want to Answer
Engaging volunteers to grow
Connecticut’s environmental sector
ENGAGING VOLUNTEERS
•

What metrics can measure
– or provide a proxy for-your fuzzy goal?

•
•

Track match rate between volunteers
and nonprofits over time

Track number of volunteer hours over time
Survey volunteer to see how engaged they feel
they are

GROW
•
•

Track total income across all target
organizations
Gather how much money they reported raising
from individual donors

ENVIRONMENTAL SECTOR
•
•

Those in CT who file a 990 reporting
themselves as an “environmental” org
Paid members of our community
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What Level of Sophistication?

What levels of the
pyramid do you
want to focus on?

What Data Do You Already Collect?

Info on communication reach?

Financial data?

Think through the data you are
already collecting.
Constituent data?

What Data Could You Collect?

Survey data?

Public info from your
state or county?

Data from the field?
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Don’t Wait For a New Technology Infrastructure

If you define a measurement
strategy that requires an enormous
investment in new technology,
you’ll likely never get there.

What you
want to
know?

Start with what you can do now,
and make needed technology
improvements over time.

What you
can easily
collect?

Think Through the Right Metrics for You

Usefulness

egy
ent
ver
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Ease of Collecting Data

Balancing These Factors May Not Be Easy…
But it will form an incredibly
useful foundation for
measuring your mission.

What you
want to
know?

What you
can easily
collect?
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Let’s Think About It For YOU
By yourself, think through 3-5
things that you think might be good
to measure. Put them on MORE
post-its!

Usefulness

As A Group, Plot Them And Discuss

Ease of Collecting Data

But You Need More Than Data To Make
Data-Backed Decisions
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What To Think About

How will metrics
be created?

How will metrics
be used?

How will you create a
plan for action?

How Will Metrics be Created?

How Will the Metrics be Created?

Data
Sources

How is the
date entered
into a
system?
What’s the
incentive to
ensure it’s
entered?

Where is it
stored?

Who creates
the metric
from the
data?
Who
distributes
it?

Who’s in charge of this whole process?
How will you spot-check to ensure the metric accurately reflects reality?
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Where Is The Data Coming From?

What systems will you use to
collect the data? Will new ones
need to be budgeted for?

How Is It Being Entered?

Make sure you know
Make
sureneeds
you know
what data
to be
what
storeddata
andneeds
who istoinbe
stored
who is in
chargeand
of entering
it.
charge of entering it.

Incentivize Data Entry

How can you make sure those
who enter data are on board?
• Give them reports which are
useful to them
• Understand how it helps
provide services
• Making data visible makes it
clear who’s not entering it
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Where Will You Store It?

Where will the data be
stored, so you can easily
get it out again?

Who Needs To Access It?

Who will be the one to create
metrics from the data?

Who Is In Charge?

One person should be in charge
of making sure the whole process
moves smoothly.
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Spot Check

Someone will need to
spot check the data
regularly to make
sure it accurately
reflects the reality.

Check In on the Metrics Themselves
Plan to think about this entire process
every six months or year.
• Are you tracking the right data?
• Does each metric accurately reflect
what you care about?
• Is collecting the data improving or
decreasing data accuracy?

Remember…Data Can Be Scary
“People who tend to be attracted to the nonprofit
sector - they care about the individuals. Especially
people drawn to social services. Numbers are
very scary to put on individuals. [We need to get]
people to understand the point of data analysis is
important – it helps individuals.”
–Focus group participant from a large social service agency
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How Will Metrics be Used?

How Will the Metrics be Used?

w frequently
you plan to
djust your
tions based
n what the
etrics say?

How frequently will you check in on whether
the metrics themselves are effective?

How Frequently Will You Create Metrics?

Should they used as a daily picture
of operations? Monthly? Yearly?
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Who Will They Be Distributed To?

Who will need to
see them and use
them once they
have been created?
How often do they
need to see them?

When Will You Use The Metrics?

Are there meetings in which the metrics should be reviewed?
What decisions should not be made without consulting them?

How Frequently Will You Adjust?

When will you take action on the
information you have gathered?
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Case Study: NTEN
Measuring
program health

NTEN

NTEN broke it’s whole mission and
operations down into five key outcomes.
For instance, #2 is “There is an increased
number of technology champions within
nonprofit organizations.”

NTEN
For #2, they’re thinking through
metrics:
• Does participation of nonprofit
staffers in the NTEN
community grow over time?
• Are the number of staff
members representing
individual organizations
growing?
• Are nonprofit staffers taking
part in an increasing number
of NTEN services?
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NTEN
Then they need to translate those
questions, like:
• The number of people who
participate (attend events,
download reports, post to
discussion lists?)
• The number of different
organizations represented by
those people?
And then figure out how to collect
and analyze that data

NTEN

They summarize their key metrics
into an Excel dashboard

Data Is for Taking Action

“Once we have the data on the dashboard, it continues
to be part of the strategic planning. During our monthly
strategic meetings and our weekly tactic meetings, we
look at the dashboards and use that information that’s
there. That’s why we collect it. It needs to be
actionable.”
-Karl Hedstrom, NTEN
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Create An Action Plan

Create An Action Plan

?

It Takes Work On an Organization Level

Even if you’re the
strongest advocate
for strategy adoption,
it will take more than
just one person to get
off the ground.
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Who Should Be Involved In Decision Making?

Make sure you have
executive buy-in and
oversight.
Include those that will
be affected by the
change.

Talk With Your Staff

Who needs to be on board? Who might
become a barrier if they aren't included?

How Do You Help People Buy In?

You’ll likely need to appeal to
both the head and the heart.
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Assign Roles

Make certain that
everyone knows
what their job is,
and that they are
capable of doing it.

What Needs to be Defined?

Do schedules need to be made?
Roles need to be assigned?
Processes need to be brainstormed?

What Needs To Be Budgeted For?

For example:
• a survey tool
• a bar code scanner
• a new staff member
• a consultant
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What Needs More Thought?

What parts of your strategy do
you need to reflect further on?
Have a meeting about? Bring
someone in from outside of your
organization about?

Designing a Process for Success

Think of Metrics as a Cycle
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It’s Hard to Improve Without Measuring

You can’t reliably
improve unless you
track and tweak.

Make Time to Make Changes

Where Can You Start?
Find a small piece you can break
off and do right now.
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Make a Snowball…Start an Avalanche

Questions?
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